The distillation is widely used separation technique in oil and gas refineries. Accurate measurement of the composition of separated constituents is necessary to estimate the purity of the products. Composition measurement using online analysers causes process delay and requires large initial investment. As a solution to this problem, soft sensor estimators can be used to determine the composition of separated product. In this work soft sensor estimators are used for predicting top and bottom compositions in benzene toluene distillation column. More sensitive tray temperatures, re-boiler duty and reflux rate (measured variables) of distillation column were used to predict top and bottom composition (unmeasured). Data used for soft sensor based estimation are generated using process simulation software HYSYS. NARX based ANFIS algorithm was proposed for soft sensor modelling. In this method, most influential inputs for soft sensor modelling were selected using exhaustive search. Neural network model and ANFIS model are also compared using statistical criteria like root mean square error and correlation coefficient values. It has been shown by the results that ANFIS performs better while comparing neural network method and ANFIS with the same number of iteration.
Introduction
More than 95% of liquids in the industry are separated by distillation [1] . High purity of the separated product is required for delivering good quality products. Moreover, distillation column product composition should be kept near the set point. Moreover, distillation column product composition should be kept near the set point of product composition even though in the face of upsets due to disturbances in the feed or change in feed composition [2] . Hence, composition measurement of delivering products is necessary. The real time measurement of the composition measurement is a challenging, difficult problem in distillation [3] . This can be done using online product analyzers or offline analyzers in laboratory [4] . But this method is rarely used because it results in large measurement delay, sampling delay and high investment cost of online analyzers [2] - [5] . Control action also delayed due to delay in measurement and product quality is also affected subsequently [6] . Delays in order of hours often are acquired, and information regarding the composition cannot be used as the feedback signal in laboratory measurement [4] . Proper maintenance and calibration of the equipment like chromatograph are also required for measurement of this type [6] . These limitations affect the quality of the products. Large numbers of this type of expensive analyzers are also to be used if many processes streams are involved in distillation [7] . As a solution to the expensive online measurement or offline laboratory measurement, the soft sensors (an association between sensor hardware and estimator software) can be used as an alternate for composition measurement [2] - [7] . Soft sensors were derived from two words "software" and "sensors". The word "software" means that soft sensor models are developed using computer program whereas the word "sensor" means that model was used for giving the same information as their hard ware counter parts were used [8] . Soft sensors are used to measure the unmeasured quantity (primary variable) from measured quantity (secondary variable). Temperature, pressure, and liquid levels etc. are used as the sensing variable in process or chemical industry [5] . Two types of soft sensors are used, i.e., model driven and data driven soft sensor. Model-driven soft sensors also called as a phenomenological model are based on first principle model whereas data-driven soft sensors are based on measured data within plants [4] , [8] . Data-driven soft sensors achieved popularity comparing with model driven since it is mainly depended on actual process and can represent the actual process more accurately [8] . Product qualities (primary variable) such as compositions are predicted from the linear combination of process inputs and outputs (secondary variables) [2] using the soft sensor. In the distillation column, composition measurement can be achieved modeling a soft sensor using the primary variable as trays, reboiler and condenser temperatures, heat duty and reflux rate [6] .
Data-driven or empirical soft sensor models usually used to estimate product composition in distillation columns are artificial neural network models, Kalman filters, fuzzy models, adaptive network-based fuzzy inference system (ANFIS) models and support vector machine (SVM) models. In [9] , 11 tray temperatures were used to estimate the dual composition using partial least square (PLS) method. Artificial neural network models were used as soft sensor estimators in [2] , [5] , [10] , [11] . In [2] , [5] , [11] , distillation column top and bottom product compositions were predicted using artificial neural network. Compositions were predicted in [11] using empirical neural network model based on the steepest descent algorithm where tray temperatures were used as the primary variable whereas in [2] , Leven-Berg Marquardt based neural network model was used as soft sensor model where tray temperatures along with reflux rate and heat duty were used as the primary variable. Better performance was achieved using soft sensor model in [2] comparing with software sensor model [11] . Support vector machine based neural network model was used as soft sensor estimator in [4] . Fuzzy logic with genetic learning was used for composition prediction in [12] . ANFIS algorithm based soft sensor estimator for predicting composition was discussed in [13] .
In this paper, a new method, nonlinear auto regressive with exogenous input (NARX) based ANFIS is used for soft sensor modeling. The objective of this paper is to propose a more accurate and predictive model combining the advantages of the neural network, fuzzy inference mechanism, and NARX structure predictability. In this method out of several inputs, most selective six inputs that are affecting compositions are also extracted using a search algorithm
System Description
The distillation column is used in petrochemical industry to separate the mixtures consisting of both heavy and light component. A typical distillation column diagram is shown in figure 1 . It consists of a condenser, re-boiler and number of trays. In the figure1, , , represents the mole fraction of light component i.e. benzene in feed, distillate product and bottom product respectively. Feed entering the column (with composition ) consists of both heavy and light component. Light component is separated in top where as heavy component is separated at the bottom. In this work distillation column considered is benzene toluene distillation column. In this benzene is light and low boiling component whereas toluene is heavy and high boiling point component. Boiling point of benzene is 80.10C whereas boiling point of toluene is 110.60C at atmospheric pressure Mass transfer is carried out inside the distillation column between the vapors flowing up and liquid coming down. Vapor flowing up is condensed at the top, and part of the liquid is returned to the column (reflux RR) at the top. Remaining liquid is considered as distillate with composition . Vaporization is carried out in the liquid flowing out of the column in re-boiler and some part of the liquid is taken as the bottom product with composition . Usually, the top and bottom composition in the distillation column is controlled by manipulating reflux flow and vapor flow. 
Adaptive Network-Based Fuzzy Inference System (ANFIS)
ANFIS structure is provided with learning parameters of the structure using neural network or least square and fuzzy inference mechanism. It consists of two passes. In the forward pass, signals are passed to the nodes and nodes calculate the outputs and consequent parameters of ANFIS structure are updated using least square. In the backward pass, error rate are back propagated from output to input and premise parameters of the ANFIS structure are updated to reduce the output error [14] .Fuzzy inference mechanism used in ANFIS is Takagi-Sugeno type.
Training of ANFIS parameters
Different nodes represented by squares and circles in the architecture of ANFIS as in figure 3 are used for specific functions. Square nodes are used for the parameters or adaptive node while circle nodes are used as fixed node which has no parameters. During the training of the network, these parameters are updated to achieve inputoutput mapping with the desired accuracy. Learning parameters using gradient descent is described below as described by [14] , [15] .
Suppose the network has L layers and layer consists of # (k) nodes. Nodes in the position of the layer are represented by (k, i) and its node output by . The output of this node depends mainly on the incoming input signals to the node and parameters of the node is denoted by (2) Where f, g, h . . . are parameters of the corresponding node. (Node output and node function are represented by
If P entries of training data are supplied to the network, measure of the error for entry of training data can be represented regarding target output and ANFIS network output as the sum of the squared differences (error) between the target output and network output as given by equation in3. In equation 3, is number of component of number of target vector, and is the ANFIS network output when the input is applied to the network. Total error measure is given by equation 4. According to learning through gradient descent algorithm, the error rate for the output node is given by equation 5. The error rate can be developed using the chain rule for the internal node as given by equation 6. Where . From equation 6, it is understood that error rate of nodes can be calculated concerning the error rate of next layer. If is a parameter about the network, error rate regarding parameter can be expressed as given below equation 7. 
Where S is the node whose output depends on parameter . The error rate of total error concerning parameter is given by
The parameter is updated by equation 9.
Consequent parameters of the ANFIS can be learned using following procedure. Apply P training data set into the ANFIS network, and then a matrix equation 10 of the form can be obtained.
In equation 10, X is unknown parameters or consequent parameters. X can be calculated using the pseudo inverse formula given by equation 12.
(11)
ANFIS Inference System
Fuzzy method used in ANFIS is Takagi Sugeno's type [16] - [17] . ANFIS structure with two inputs and one output is shown in figure 3 and corresponding ANFIS reasoning is given in figure 4 .If the structure contains two rules , (1): if has a value of and has a value of , then (2): if has a value of and has a value of , then =. 
Results and Discussions
In this paper, a soft sensor estimator for predicting the top and bottom composition is developed using NARX based ANFIS structure. Results as shown in figures 6-7shows that NARX based ANFIS has better ability to estimate the compositions from the secondary variables such as temperatures that can be easily and cheaply measured. Performance of the NARX based ANFIS soft sensor model shows superior performance over NARX based neural network as it is clear from figures 6-9 and tables 4-5.
Neural network and ANFIS models are also compared using statistical criteria like root mean square error (RMSE) and correlation coefficient (R2). RMSE value of zero indicates that soft sensor model is predicting actual value. More deviation from RMSE value of zero represents that the model is less accurate. As the deviation from zero increases accuracy is also decreased. The correlation coefficient of one represents that predicted output from soft sensor model and actual value of the primary variable are perfectly matching. Correlation coefficient value lies in the range of zero to one. As correlation coefficient value deviates from one, the soft sensor predicted output value also deviates from the actual value. From tables 4-5, results show that NARX based ANFIS has good capability to perform as an estimator of top and bottom composition of the distillation column. 
Conclusions
In this work, a soft sensor using a new method based on NARX based ANFIS is proposed. The result showed it has good predictability than neural network method. The result also showed that a computer program developed using proposed method can be used to estimate the compositions of products from the secondary variables such as temperatures instead of using costly online analyzers. This work can be extended to the real plant condition. Since many types of data acquisition cards are available nowadays, secondary variables such as temperatures can be easily acquired into the computer and then they can be programmed using software like LabVIEW or Mat lab and so that primary variables which are difficult to measure can be predicted.
